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took a demit from he Orde"
to
up at 62
to 62
back five yards.
settle- ed
the
street
and
15
distanced
main
of
line
the
the
ton's
through
yard
dell
tried Princeton's
and for a
X OTHER FOOTBALL
3$
of the Eastern Star; that he
There was. another delay, this time
The market
the Nanking road, which is a and advanced to 62
entire crimson team in his 95 yard
scant
A
kick
to
yard.
followed
SCORES TODAY. 38 ment,
closed
sold
his
that
property;
easy at 62c for December,
score of the game. for Princeton injuries. With the crimmass of revolutionary flags. Nearly
Princeton's
line where Pendle- dash for the first an
X
35
law in Oklahoma
rebel colors. a net gain of
the
kicked
store
'
Pendleton
easy goal and son having the ball on Princeton's 45
every
displays
ton
a
made
tair catch. Jenks took
Oats felt the effect of the bulge In
Minneapolis, Nov. 4. First 3$ All mandarins have found
S
City, and that he did "o: rein
yard line. Freedley tried a forward
ended.
half
of
the
the
game
refuge
Gardner's place. Dewitt kicked to
3t quarter:
corn and wheat. Dec. started
Minnesota,
turn to Silver City until in Ocplace 38 the foreign concessions.
to
pass but was thrown back for a loss
Score.
Campbell, who fumbled and it was
3t kick, touchdown anu goal, 9; 3t
to 461-2tober 1908, after a
and touched 461-26 of five yards with the ball still in his
The American cruiser Albany has
Princeton
ball
on
Princeton's
0.
3S
Harvard's
SJ
Chicago,
of eighteei months.
0 hands.
Reynolds kicked to Princegone to Wu Sung.
line. Vaughan made a yard around Harvard
3S
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 4. X
The constitution reqires that
.The provision market was steady
The feature of the first two periods ton's 25 yard line where there was a
made
Minnesota
kick was block- was the
3f
right end. An
another
to be eligible, he musf have
owing to a similar condition at the
HEAVY ORE 8HIPMENT3
charging of the Princeton's Tiger fumble, and here the period ended but Princeton recovered the ball
s 38
touchdown.
been a resident for five years.
and their ability to stop the ed. As the ball went to Harvard on
FROM LORDSBURG. yards and because the hog run west
forwards
on their
38
line.
Score and second period: 38
efti mated to be about the same as a
the Princeton fumble at the end of
There are other rtisons why
t.
powerful Wendell.
Time Called.
38
38
Minnesota, 14; Chicago 0.
the third period, it was the Crimson's
White is not only cisqualified
was again Princeton's kickoff.
cars of ore year ago. First sales were unchangThere were twenty-siIt
Dewitt tried to run on a fake kick
38
c
At Annapolis: Pinal, Navy, 38 shipped from Lordsburg last week, and ed to
hall on the Tigers' 22 yard line. Wen- but unfitted to be superintend
Third Period.
higher with May 16,
but was thrown back for a loss. He
38
38
ent of public instruction.
17; North Carolina, 6.
The third period started by DeWitt
during the month of October there 271-- for pork; 9 35 to 9.371-- for lard
kicked immediately to Harvard's 33-- kicking to Reynolds on Harvard's 20
ov age Four.)
(Continued
3838383838J838J858J8S83838J838
were 119 cars shipped from Lordsburg. and 8.40 for ribs.

Bv Speci.il Leased Wire to New Mexican)
China, Nov. 4 Almost
Hankow,
the whole of the native city of Han-

INSTRUCTIONS TO
PROBATE CLERKS.

,

Red-Cro-

n

Special to the New Mexican.
Raton, N. M., Nov. 4. A splendid
rally was held at Maxwell last evening. Over four hundred persons were
present and there were excursions
from Springer, French and Tinaja.
The Raton band was present. Great
Holm O. Burenthusiasm prevailed.
sum and A. B. Renehan spoke in
Spanish and English. Charles Springer and others spoke and although the
speechmaking began at 7:30 and continued to 11:30, the crowd remained
until the last moment.
One of the
interesting features was a magnificent address by Rev. Harvey Shields
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The Little Store
Everything

Everything

Drink

Under this Brand

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

IN TER
GIVE

Scund Republican Doctrine Expounded By the Man Whom New
Mex. Will Send to Senate.
At the magnificent ovation given
Nothing will remain undigested or Holm O. Bursum at Albuquerque on
sour on your stomach if you will take Thursday evening, Delegate to Cona little Diapepsin occasionally. This gress V. H. Andrews was greeted
and
antacid, with great applause and spoke as folpowerful
digestive
though as harmless and nlpasant as lows:
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle- candy, will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food raen-- rl am a Republican.
I believe
in a protective tariff. I am for a tariff
you can eat.
Eat what your stomach craves, on wool: am for the wool erowers. the
without the slightest fear of Indiges- cattle raisers, the mill workmen, the
tion or that you will be bothered with mill owners, the mine workers and the
sour risings, Belching, Gas on Stom- mine owners and for the great manach, Heartburn,
Headaches
from ufacturers of this ereat nation of ours
and if this great Republican county of
Brash or a feeling like you had swai-- ' Bernalillo should go Democratic on
lowed a lump of lead, or other dis- - the 7th of November and thereby as-- ;
new state over to
miseries. Should you be sist ln carrying this
agreeable
.
11 v
..
j
hp n0mnpoHn . . i ir
n. nm
c
Buuemig uow irom any stomacn ais-- 1
order you can get relief within five heraldsd throughout the great states
iin tne east and west, that the new
minutes.
13
0NeW Me
If you will get from your pharma,
th pohtcy f Y
cist a
case of Pape's Diapep-- ,tanffa
sin you can always go to the table
SChed;
bi
th cotton and
with a hearty appetite, and your
Ul8h't
meals will taste good because you lb
? W'n g0 a lonf
016 C0Untry bemg carMed
would know there would be no Ind ?
democrats in 1912 and if that
gestion or Sleepless nights or Head- plaCe y0U wl" hav a Dem- ache or Stomach misery all the next
and a Democratic
day; and, besides, you would not need
Representatives. You wil
nio t
tave tre trade absolutely in this
?
ZmJcl
1

CO

GROCERY

REGISTER

WITH

TICKETS

ALL

CASH

w.

1

.'

1

Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

Gas, Heartburn, Headache, Sourness
and all Stomach Misery Ended
With Pape's Diapepsin.

We Guarantee

4Kb

uood to Eat and

H. ANDREWS MADE
ADDRESS AT ALBUQUERQUE.

ENDS INDIGESTION
IN A FEW MOMENTS.

PURCHASES.

The Delicatessen Store

'Kth! Y1

T

ke?T

TJln

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

prf'dnt

s-" s

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.

You
iiSBfMi

cant keep a handier or
9rMi.

,o.up auu i win say to you my . irienas,
"ucu lue moKe ceases 10 come
ilw
out from the chimneys of the big
mills and the great industrial plants,
you will see destitution and want
spread all over this big nation of ours
and in this new state as well.
This is no fancy picture. It !s the
duty of every loyal ReDuhlican to
stand up and vote the flag ticket in
wis county. It don't make any difference whether you like or dislike
the candidates on the ticket. It is
simply a question of principles and
or protection that protects the people.
In closing I want to say to you to vote
the straight Republican ticket, both
in state and county and again I say,
vote for yourselves, vote for your
wives and sweethearts. I thank you.

more

.

M.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1911.

It is Criminal
to Neglect the
Skin and Hair
of the suffering
by neglected skin
troubles mental because
of disfiguration, physical because of pain. Think of the
pleasure of a clear skin, soft,
white hands, and good hair.
These blessings, so essential
to happiness and even success in life, are often only a

THINK

matter of a little thoughtful
care in the selection of effective remedial agents. Cuti-cu-ra
Soap and Cuticura Ointment do so much for poor
complexions, red, rough
hands, and dry, thin and
falling hair, and cost so
little, that it is almost criminal not to use them.

OWN YOUR OWN GUN. THE OTHER FELLOW IS TIREn ftc
LENDING YOU HIS.
WHEN YOU OWN YOUR OWN THINGS YOU WONT SPOIL
YOUR FUN FEARING YOU'LL "SPOIL" SOMETHING
YOU'VE
BORROWED.
"A
SURE SHOT" WHEN Vftll RIIV vol TP arms a ki n AM
IT'S
MUNITION AND HARDWARE FROM US THAT YOU GET THE
BEST MADE.
71

m

Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere, a postal to "Cuticura,"
Dept. B, Boston, will secure a liberal
booklet
sample of each, with
on Skin and Scalp Treatment.

Hardware Co

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

14.

If Its

It

Hardware We Have

Phone

14

Sins be as Scarlet."

k
Regular
prayers, WednesThe next reeular
day, 7:30 p. m.
communion will be held on November
Phone,
Phyllis has the strangest way
12th.
Every one is cordially invited
When from rectitude I stray
to any and all of the services.
Into some bypath of sin,
St. John's Methodist Episcopal
Of bestowing discipline.
Church.
Sunday services: Preaching, 11 a.
Not a syllable of blame!
m. and 7:30 p. m.
Sunday school,
Not a scorching glance of flame!
9:45 a. ai. Epworth league, 6:30 p.
Not a word and not a look,
ai. Prayer meeting, Thursday, 7:30
Comes to summon me to book
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
p. m. The pastor will preach at the
We can furnish beautiful
regular Sunday morning service, but
Eut alas! ah, how it burns!
ALFaIFA SIID. All kinds cf f levers, gaidcn & field seeds in bulkand packa
MEXICO
at
STAR PENNANTS
the
nev.
I.
J.
Sedi.;'
uour,
evening
Straight to otherward she turns.
of the New Mexico
a
And for all that I can see
in State Colors for 65c.
League will have charge of a unio.i
Never seems aware of me.
The only exclusive grain house in
Fe
service to be held in the Methodise
Appropriate Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,
church. The pastor will be glad to
I' is quite as though I were
Etc., furnished reasonable at short notice.
meet all the members anu friends of
In a sphere apart from her;
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
the church at tne morning services.
In some planet void of mirth
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
J. W. Shimer, pastor.
Phone Black
Phone Black Countless leagues away from earth.
A Call to Prayer, November 5.
Cathedral Church.
Or as if, if there at all.
"Righteousness exalteth a nation."
Nov. 5, 1911. Twenty-SeconSunLet every lover of home and better
I were such an atom small
after
Pentecost.
7
mass
day
at
First
conditions unite in continuous earnest
That nobody'd be aware
o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a.
Ot the fact that I was there.
prayer that the men who will advanc
m., in English. Third mass at 10:30 God's cause
and teach the neonle to
a.
in
m.
Spanish.
fear Him shall be elected to positions
Then, when I grow penitent
Lady of Guadalupe.
or power next Tuesday. L. A Har.
JSeath this lashing punishment
First mass 6 a. m. Second nasi
Her forgiveness is so sweet.
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE i :
vey, superintendent evangelistic work
.
(high) 9:3 a. a.
That my lapse I oft repeat.
ot w. u. T. U.
Church
of
the
'Tis so blissful being shriven
Holy Faith.
Rev. John W. Heal, Rector. Nov.
That I sin to be forgiven!
Very COId at Las Venas At Santa
51 h.
Twenty-firs- t
,
Sunday after Trini T?rv "uo
Harper's Weekly
j
,
umj lowest temperature
" xl.
ty urt?
j
has
2!
degreesabove
11 a. m.
sermon: "The zero. At Las
Vegas, night before last,
Prodigal's Elder Brother." Sunday the temperature,
SChOOl at- .
according to the Op- Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
A. flnnA
uvvu miiain
J t
uiuaiv. TP...
tic, dropped to eight degrees above
M eryone is
cordially invited to attend. zero.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
W
Presbyterian Church- B. Z. McCullough, Minister...
Trujillo Was Fined.
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Allen
Trujillo was fined $5 and costs at
Las Vegas for being drunk.
superintendent.
I interested and itaanld know
PHONE, RED 100.
abont the wonderful
k
Morning worship 11 a. m. Sermon
AMARVELWhirlinnSnra.
by the minister.
A
Special music.
Divorce at Las Vegas.
Urn new TIh1
AnUU flat nanSZL
In district court et Las Vegas, Mrs. duet from the sacred cantata of Ruth,
lent, it cieunea
Florence Carruthers Farnham has entitled, "Entreat Me Not To Leave
tuy.
will be sung by Mrs. Frank E. Aak ma drntnriarftwlft
AND
been granted an absolute divor
from in!e'
Andrws and Mrs. Allen McCord.
a bni tend accept no
Frederick Farnham
other,
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
for
stamp
RATON
Christian Endeavor 6:30 p. m. Sub
full nartimilaM m.nit rilM.tli.1
YANKEE
ject, Lessons from the Life of John," wnable
to Udlet. MAirVEL CO.
Death of Young Woman.
CERR1LLOS
Miss Loraine Loretta Coen. health. leader Miss Wade.
Evening
Worship 7:30.
Theme,
seeker, died at Las Vegas night be- - "The
Commonest
Question of Life."
tore last. The funeral will take nia
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithicg Coal. Steam Goal.
The choir will sing, "Though Your
at Chicago.
sawed wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
a.
a.
Hear
F.
t.
Depot
Bankrupt Discharged.
Sao Francisco Street.
For Best
Work
Judge C. J. Roberts has signed a Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
That Contain Mercurv.
decree discharging Andrew Briees of
To select your stones for mounting
as
mercury will surely destroy the BASKET
THE
Clayton as a bankrupt. Briggs' lia
LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
for Holiday Presents. They are
bilities were $2,200 and the assets sense of smell and comDletelv de.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
always acceptable.
the whole system when entering
range
practically nothing.
it. tnrough the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
Prominent Las Cruces Resident Dead. on
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
at O. K. Barber Shop
prescription from reputable physi- Agency
westor Armijo, a nrominent resl.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
as
the
cians,
will
do
is
damage
they
dent of Las Cruces. died at Rl Paso ten
fold to the good you can possibly Phone Red No. 23.
lmProyed and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Phooe. Red No. 23
FOR C A I
Texas, Thursday at 32 years of age!
derive
from
them.
Hall's ' Catarrh
His wife and two children survive
andRancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
him. He was a cattleman and an e &
Alfalfa
in
Ranches
theEspanola
Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
Co., Toledo, Ohio, contains no mertensive property owner at El Paso and
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
and is taken internally, acting KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
cury,
FOR
Lias unices.
directly upon the blood and mucous
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
surfaces of the system. In buying
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
Modern Residences for Rent.
IN MEMORIAM.
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get Phone ub, we will be glad to call far
WHEREAS:
God
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Allwise the
tne
your
on
laundry
Mondays and TuaIt is taken internally
Father of all has seen fit to call from and genuine.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
made in Toledo,
Ohio by F. J. daya and deliver on Thursdays and
103
this earthly abode to the briehter and
Fridays.
Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANAve.
N
everlasting home above our HonoraSold by druggists. Price 75c per
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
ble Foreman Charles G. Richie, and
r.ottie.
are
mended
and
buttons
re ordering in car-losewed
en
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your WHEREAS
The members of p.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eonsti your shirts without extra
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
charge.
W. Farmer Homestead
Nn
!R7a pation.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Brotherhood of American Yoemen, re
and Arizona purchasers.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
alize, that in the death of Foreman
Kichie, we have lost a worthy broth. WOOD' YS
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
er, and the community a good man;

THE

WHOLESALE

AND

DISCIPLINARIANr-"- ""

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

mid-wee-

GORMLEY

B!'M6!9

Pennants for Decorations
NEW

Anti-Saloo-

45

d

Why Import Mineral Water?

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

.i

Ci0",

" The
Quality Coal.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

TY1

I

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

Every Woman

,

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

uim.

!

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Wood

Screened

Lump

Imperial Laundry
laundry

NOW IS

TIME

You are requested to call and see and

F

near tne beautitul tone

OlLL

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

P. M. JONES.

COMPANY

Palace

ad

HACK LINE

LEARNARD &
L1NDEMANN

"

FID.T

CI

Therefore,

Established 1900

CO.
Albuqurque,
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

Be

It

Resolved: That we extend tn
wife
New Mexico the bereaved
and
rhildrpn
our heartfelt sympathy and love:
that our charter be draped ror a period of thirty days in memorv of our

AW HAf kT QCDVirn

For hire at popular erleee augglos and saddle heraea.
CHUCK'S HACK LINE
THEODORE C0RRICK.
Phone Blaek 12.

1
ttm.

at

i

LIVERY STABLE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Trains.
Burd

OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

'
departed brother.
Leaves
on the arrival of
Telephone II.
That a copy of these resolutions be the north Barranca
bouna train and arrive at Two Doors
Below P. Andrews Store.
spread on our minutes, a copy sent Taos at 7 p. m.
to the bereaved family and a copy to
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten
miles
shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 80c.
each of the local papers.
way. Good covered hacks and good
Short Orders at All Hours.
ARTHUR E. P. ROBINSON.
teams. Pare $5.00 round trip. Teams
WESLEY BRADFIELD,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
CHARLES E. ENDERLE,
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c. a dtoh,
Committee.
Station.
New York Chop Suey 60c.

,C

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Suggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

c$h Thone
CHAS.CLOSSON

9

Vtai in
ii the
Drivers

Need of Anyfhlnr
LIVERY

Fwnishel

Don Qaspar Ave.

LIN.

8ATURDAV, NOVEMBER 4, 1911.

flifi

COMFORTING WORD8.
Many a Santa Fe

Household
Find Them 80. '

Will

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAN 'I A FE, N. 1L
upon an "easier to amend constitu- tion."
They meant the salvation of the
Democrats.
The people's interest is in an entirely different line.
The provision that "half the counties" must participate in the forty per
cent vote required to amend the constitution, when such an amendment is
submitted to the popular vote, saves
your lives as citizens.
If it was not for the provision callf
ing for a vote "of at least
the counties" to participate in this
vote, do you know where you would
offic-

HEW MEXICO POLITICS HHP POLITICIANS!

e-hungry
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all the time,, discussed every issue
and every question frankly. Now it
U about time for McDonald to put
in the few rernainine days of this
and explain where he
campaign
stands.
There is one question that the people would like him to explain before
November 7, and that is as to who
controls those cattle companies.
And incidentally,
he might tell,
just for honesty's sake, how much
stock Mr. Hearst owns in those en-

To have the pains and acnes of a
bad iiack removed; to be entirely free
from annoying, dangerous urinary
disorders is enough to make any kid'
Mexico campaign.
Moreover, It is
(The El Paso Herald.)
useless for any critic to declare that
ney sufferer grateful. To tell how
Bursum and the Square Deal.
this creat change can be brought
A few years ago in a California it is none of our aftair. It is not our
about will prove comforting words to city, election day had arrived after a relations with New Mexico that this
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
campaign of extraordinary bitterness. campaign is almost a local affair with
Pusijuale Yanni, College St., Santa The "good government" candidate for El Pasoans, and New Mexico can
terprises.
Fe. N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave district attorney, a man whose life scarcely take a keener interest in the
a jnDlic testimonial in praise of in the community had been open anjd course of political events in New MexHaving been so faithfully support
ed by Hearst, Mr. McDonald might
Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect that virtuous, was ascending the steps of ico than do the people of El Paso, And laud?
We will tell you.
come out of the brush long enough
they had cured me of a pain in my the postofflce on a crowded corner, with its immense circulation in New
Take for example a half dozen coun to tell why if it isn't too much
bacx, caused by disordered kidneys when a young woman, dressed in Mexico, and its established reputation
My work obliges me to sit down a black with a veil, dashed up to him for fair play and independence in par- ties: Santa Fe, San Miguel, Bernaiillo, trouble, doncha yu know, old chap!
with a tisan conflicts, The El Paso Herald Sandoval, Socorro and Chaves; or add Albuquerque Herald.
good deal and this weakened my kid- and lashed him shamefully
neys, causing backache. While at horsewhip, marking his feature with hopes its word may have some effect two or three other counties where the
Nice Work.
work I suffered more intensely than red stripes and screaming out a story in counteracting the influence of tne vote is close or the Democrats are in
The
methods
and means employed
ac any other time and I was very of how this man had won her confi- unfair assaults on Bursum's record majority.
Their combined votes in
the legislature would enable the intro by A. A. Jones, Democratic state comanxious to find a remedy that would dence in another city and had ruined as penitentiary warden,
mittee chairman and the handful of
relieve me. Learning of Doan's Kid- her, only to abandon her when her
Of other phases of the campaign, duction of any initiative that might Democratic bosses
have been shown up
be
desired
to
or
my trouble came. A couple of men who or other
Socialist
by Democrat
ney Pills, I procured a box and
phases o Bursum's personal
clearly and plainly now.
delight, they soon fixed me up in good had accompanied her, declaimed to character or personal record, The if their combined interest was sought.
The dirty attempt made by these
These counties can furnish the re
I have since had no need of the assembled crowd the details of Herald wil have
si;ape.
nothing to say.- - But quired number of names to
misdirected
individuals to drag into
medicine."
petiany
k'.dney
the candidate's alleged perfidy. The almost the whole
of Bur- tion for
their filthy game, the name of
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 candidate slipped away to wash the sum's opponents is campaign
anything.
based on false
Pitaval and his office, not only
inese counties can furnish a vote
Co., Buffalo, blood
cents
from his face and change his statements of events which resulted
to 40 per cent of the vote cast forced the Archbishop to send their
equal
New York, sole agents for the United disordered
iu Bursum's retirement from the
clothing.
at the last general election, or if nec chief organ in Albuquerque a telegram
States.
of the penitentiary. And it
Immediately the newspaper organ
essary a majority vote of the people declaring that he was not siding with
Remember the name Doan's and
of this man's opponents began to cir- is to keep history straight in connec
voting in the state on any proposition any party in New Mexico but it sgain
take no other.
culate extra papers with the story of tion with this one matter that we whatever.
forced him to send a telegram to Govthe assault, aished up with lurid de- chose to wave the banner of fair play
ernor Mills reiterating his position on
are
rare
there
Because,
occasions
Publication.
Notice for
tails, alleged telegraphic dispatches, and common decency, and plead with on which the real vote of these coun- the Blue Ballot amendment, and veriDepartment of the Interior,
and alleged corroborative evidence. the people of New Mexico not to be ties can be
fying the statement previously made
brought out.
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Re, N. M., Handbills with the candidate depicted
The trouble and expense of holding in a letter as genuine.
(misled by the unfair and untrue as
1911.
October 24,
in cartoons as being horsewhipped by saults of men determined, not to raise frequent elections is a burden on
When men of the stamp of Jones.
the
Notice is hereby given that Cres- a woman he had betrayed, were pass- the standard of the public service, but citizen, and the result in states
McGill, Hand, Fergusson and organs
where
. : ....
,
.. i
cendo Roibal, of Pecos, N. M., who, on ed out at every street corner. Organ tft HACtrAV
T)iiianm' a .yuiiLlCctl
1UI1U- - the initiative and referendum
uwwv.vj uuiauu
are rec- such as they are supporting in Albu-- j
Sept. 4, 1906, made Homestead 9886. ized calumny was made the work f ,ence and satisfy personal grudges
ognized has not been so popular in querque, force such a man as Arch
Sec. 2 faithful heelers, and so effectually
No. 07754. for WW 4 SW
The facts about H. 0 Bursum's
vote inspiring as the advocates ex- bishop Pitaval to send them com
s
SE
SE 4 ana SW
and E
the campaign managed that with- - nection with the penitentiary as war-i- n pected.
munications after communications in
Section 3, Township 16 N, Range 13
a few hours the "good government ' den, and his subsequent dismissal by
It is the
or negative order to keep them from dragging
E Meridian, has filed notice of inten- candidate had been beaten beyond Governor Hagerman just before that voie mat decides most elections in mm into their nolitical mnrhinutinn
tion to make Final five year Proof, to resurrection, and the rest of his tick- - official was himself dismissed .from the "progressive" states.
and chicanery, they have about reachIf all the voters came out and ex- ed the limit.
establish claim to the land above des- et, with one or two exceptions, went office by president Roosevelt for
Governor Mills, in the statement he
cribed, before Register or Receiver U. down with him, although a few hours cause are these
pressed their sentiments the result
issued yesterday, ably and honestly
S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on previously he and his ticket had the
Personal differences arose between would often be reversed.
This is what the demo-pro- s
Bursum and Hagerman, after Hager- the 5th day of December, 1911.
election all but won.
are bet- gives the facts and the absolute facts
We suppose these gang bosses who
Claimant names as witnesses:
During these hours, the newspapers man became governor, due to the fact ting on.
This is where a certain few counties are running the Democratic party for
Plutarco Armijo, Vlriginio Qulntana, favorable to the assaulted candidate that certain appointments urged by
Perfecto Armijo, all of Rowe, N. M., were burning up the wires with inves- - Bursum as chairman of the central notoriously political, which will vote their own selfish ends and personal
and Manuel Garcia, of Fulton, N. M.
tigations and interviews, and printed committee were refused by Hager-extra- g every week in the year if "induce- profit, will have the temerity to get
MANUEL R. OTERO,
as fast as the material was man; and Hagerman's demands for ments" are offered, figured to control out a few more circulars denying the
.
authenticity of this last telegram
Register. gathered. By quick and well directed certain changes in the administration the future of New Mexico.
The Democratic politicians can, II from the Archbishop.
effort they dug up the whole conspir- - of the penitentiary were refused
by they control in the
Archbishop Pitaval declares that he
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
legislature, bring
acy, and gave it to the public. They Bursum.
The administration of the out
any number of ideas that mean is opposed to the Blue Ballot amend
of
the
found out that the woman was an ad- penitentiary was nominally under a
Department
Interior,
more offices, more plunder for their ment. That is his personal opinion. It
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. venturess, a common prostitute, who board of commissioners,
mainly well henchmen and more
power for their has nothing to do with the high office
October 10, 1911. had been hired, with her male com- - known business men, but
Hagerman machine.
he holds. He can not and would not
Notice is hereby given that Juan panions, to carry out their part of without
consulting the board or the
command any one who professed
The expenses for these
Jose Martinez, of Penos, N. M.f who, the play. It was proved that the worn-- ! warden, sent to Colorado for an "ex-a- n
elections will be assessed on all the that religion of which he is head in
on Nov, 10, 1906 made Homes '.ead No.
had never even seen the candidate, Pert" to examine the ' books.
The counties pro rata, whether interested New Mexico, to vote against the blue
NE
NW but that he had been pointed out to Colorado man did not call
and K
07969, for W
ballot.
upon tnn or not; whether they vote or not.
Section 14, Township 15N, Range her by his enemies.
Detectives rap- board or the warden for any explana-idlHis advice, his personal opinions
If the balance of the state does not
M.
Meridian has filed notice of
HE, N.
exposed the whole plot from be- - tions, but after a suie'ficial examlna- - r.se up en mass and overwhelm are worth to the people of New MexiIntention to make Final
ginning to end, and before the polls tion reported to the governor that ttese iniquities, the
co, just exactly what their estimate of
minority will win.
to establish claim to land above closed enough evidence had been pre- - there was a
shortage in Bursum's ac- tnink well before you commit vnnr-- the Archbishop's advice is worth. So
or
before
Receiver sented in exoneration of the candidate counts. At the demand of the cover. selves to Buch a
described,
Register
.
. .
program: before vou far as we know, his statement on the
1.
U. S. Land Office at Santa fe, N. M.,
i uave cuuviuoeu
blue ballot, is so considered by everytwice deposited with the surrender your rights,
any reasonanie "or, uursum
citizenship and
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
man if the facts could have been territorial treasurers amounts to
to the control and domina- one except Jones and his handful of
cor
property
Claimant, names as witnesses:
brought before him. But the attack r alleged shortages, but each time un tion of a handful of counties, which accomplices.
,
had come so late in the morning, the 3er vigorous protest,
Gonzales, Fernandez
Condemnation can not be pevere
that accident places in a position to igJose M. Lujan, all ot Pecos, N. story of the assault had been so vivid- - his books were alright asserting
enough for the kind of political tacdemand-l- y nore the great majority.
and
M. Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
circulated, people in general are so ins a full investigation, a thorough
it was that one nrovision that nt tics that would attempt to do so grave
MANUEL R. OTERO. ;
ready to believe evil things of dscent- - audit by disinterested persons and a least half the counties must furnish an injustice to a man like Archbishop
Register.
seeming men, and it took so long to trial of the merits of the case In a majority vote (equalling 40 per Pitaval but the people of the new
round up all the facts of the plot and court. At that time there was no
ought not to be surprised,
it
law cent Jn all of the total vote at the state
COUGHING AT NIGHT.
make them known to the voters, that permitting a suit against the
last election) to give the state at would seem, at anything Jones and
territory
his gang would attempt.
Means loss of sleep, which is bad for the day was lost.
. j except by consent
of the attorney large a fair representation.
Those people who remember the
Take the last official election re- everyone.
Foley's Honey and Tarj "ow was mat assault just "playing general, and governor Hagerman
bold and
manner
in
stops the cough at once,, politics," or was it a damnable out- - fused to permit Bursum to sue for an turns and do your own figuring.
relieves the tickling and dryness in rage? Was it something to be proud accounting.
i ney will prove to you that one which this same man Jones tried to
Bursum finally succeed-th- e
tenth of the total number of voters corral the waters of the Pecos river,
throat and heals the inflamed of, or something to disgrace every ed in getting a law
tne
in the state can legislate at will if and the exposure of his methods that
Prevents a cold develop-- ' man engaged in the conspiracy? Let lature permitting himthroug'.
to take his case
tne Bius Ballot" should be voted by followed at the time, will tell you
I
ing into bronchitis or pneumonia, each man answer for himself
into court
that the present tactics of Jone3 are
the people. Raton Range.
In New Mexico the Democrats ami
Refuse
Keep It always in the house.
....
,m.
mild by comparison.
substitutes.
Talk About a Land Grab.
"Progressive Republicans" are
It is to be regretted that a man no
C0Urt
For sale by all druggists.
Getting back to one of the orieinal
7w BUm- - far from owin
giving H. O. Bursum a square deal.
matter what his office or position in
canards that the Democrat io.
They are giving wide circulation to
any money, had actually and their Albuquerque newspaper or- New Mexico can not comment upon
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
la lie against him and carrvliw thir luc
before the people or apof
the
Interior.
Department
assaults in such a wav that it Is
f'm.gain8t tn.e wmtory, not only gan sprung on the public early in this any subject
'
pear in any manner in public affairs,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
advanced on campaign we have the land erab
ceedingly difficult if not impossible
k
alB
8eV"
Out on the cattle ranges of New no matter how honest he may be and
(Pecos Forest.)
j for the
publican candidate to reach SfSZf,"ii TS"' he
had paid on Mexico the "little" cow man knows how sincere his purposes are, without
October 10, 1911.
jeral
and throttle eacn slander ,
to a mud-bath6 temtory 8 account without credit-L- . one
Notice is hereby given that Jose
by the
word that is significant that is being treated
the iDg hlmSelt Wkh
paction "0Vrs drawing
cliontele of Democratic bosses.
the
Martinez, of Pecos. N. M.. who on
The the word "company" applied to the
122 nno Zare miW
t ordered that Bursum's money big cattle company. A cattle- - com From the very beginning, the one
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866
object and aim, it appears, has been
No. 10100, for SE
SW
fmense Trea aTd
W 2 tMg
toSher with the sum, pany is generally financed by
5?
chaw down j
for these Democratic bosses to distort
SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
TT
owed
him.
territory
this
During
All they want is cheap land
v cious
and discredit any one who opposed
Pe
trial the territorial
nad.
atteckJy
Township 15 N, Range 11 E., N. M.
all they want is to secure dividends.
and
enemies. Through ; toti a
them.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- - J?"
DuginS8
It has been pretty thoroughly
They have about reached the limit
t.on to make final five year proof, to
who has since become connS shown
sPread'rity
up that W. C. McDonald is the and this incident in which they tried
Bursum to a wlta one
establish claim to the land above de- - the "aelwodi
Bt
0(
ft
hired manager for a set of
ater
tent than Bursum's friends New Mexi
foreign to involve and implicate an honest
scribed, before the Register or Re-,
cattle barons who have never set foot man and his high office, may serve
ter in the llmited
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
gatton by orer
Hwent in New Mexico, who have nothing in to teach them that the truth is mighty
g
Santa Fe N. M.. on the 18th day of
common with New Mexico and who and will prevail. Albuquerque
Herdon't
care anything about New Mex- ald.
ows
Bursum
that
is
Claimant names as
being treated
the assaults on his rec- - waS
icoexcept that the more land and Francisco A. Manzanares, who was
Seferino Lucero. James M. Lopez." unfairly-t-hat
U water holes they can corral, the more summarily ditched as the Democratic
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of rd as warden of the territorial
MV' cattle they can run and the more div- nominee for auditor of the new state
aUeB?,nl
.itentiary by his enemies are without
Pecos, N. M.
has at last made up his mind1 to write
WM idends they can extort.
foundation-t- hat
this paper feels im- MANUEL R. OTERO.
ZuZl l Zw
a
Fe and
The little cow man knows this. a letter telling how it happened.
Register, pelled to take a little dish in the New Ij everybody J
who thought he had any- - He has been
Manzanares is brief and to the
through the mill, he
11
tn'Pg t add to the testimony was has met these conditions out
He declares that he wasn't
point.
gSBBSg-SBBB- g
on
the
miiviuju to appear. Among the wit range, if he ever
or even shoved off the ticket
gets the best of it pushed
nesses were members of the peniten- from
He says that Delgado, who was put in
the company of
foreign cat- his
tiary board who under oath made sat- tle men, he is in luck the
place, is all right with him and
and he knows
isfactory explanations of every disthat the Democrats ought to support
puted point The whole record was
And right here, it seems to us is Delgado.
laid before the grand Jury, but aftIt took Manzanares some little time
where Mr. Hearst and Mr. Hearst's
FOR
er thorough study the
Jury and newspapers suddenly evince such a to make up his mind to take this
grari
the district attorney, convinced
cold plunge into print but it is underof love for McDonald that
special repre- stood that the Democratic bosses
Bursum's innocence of any wrong doput
sentatives are sent into the state to it
ing, refused to indict. It was shown boost his
squarely at him just as they did
in the race for gover- when
game
he was told to get off the ticket.
that the alleged shortages reported by nor. We
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER
the Colorado "expert,, were not short- who careshave heard that Mr. Hearst It is even said that whereas it took
nothing at all about New a couple of weeks to
ages at all, but that the "expert's" Mexico
get him into the
THE WORLD AS
except that if he can get the humor of
examination had been superficial, has- Democratic
being shoved off the ticket,
delegation from
tate the situation this time was so desty, careless, and inexact.
Nor were in the national convention, hethig
can use perate that Manzanares was Induced
any of the permanent record books of it, has
cattle and range inter- - hurriedly in not to exceed a week or
the Institution destroyed by Bursum, ests in large
New Mexico as one of the ten days to write a letter to the
as his enemies charged.
All were stock holders in a few
cattle com- Journal at Albuquerque and say that
found intact, and no book of
original panies.
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
he was not pushed nor even shoved.
was
entry
lost, destroyed, concealed
Is Mr. Hearst one of the stock hold
It having been stated by Mr. Mantrace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
or altered, as long as Bursum was in ers In
the companies for which W. C zanares that he was neither pushed
office. The investigation covered sev
free from appetite, craving: or desire for alcoholic beverages of
McDonald is manager?
nor shoved, we shall have to reach the
en full years, Bursum's term of office,
Since Mr. McDonald has been run- only logical conclusion left probably
any kind whatsoever. It is administered
and the result was complete exoneraning around New Mexico taking long he was just simply kicked off the
tion of any suspicion of wrong
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
doing.
to push or
political shots at Mr. Bursum, ticket after all efforts
As to Hagerman's alleged motives range
it is now about time for him to get shove him had failed.
for
Is
benefitted
his
continuing
Every patient
attack on Bursum, out into the open like Mr.
mentally, morally and finanManzanares is entitled to consideraBursum nag
and Otero's turn-aboafter having done.
tion.
He is no more unlit for the
cially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more
supporiea uursum through the penihe was after than McGill, White
Job
WILL
M
MR.
condition.
The
'DONALD
man's
health
is
DENY
healthy
decidedly improved.
tentiary investigation, these are mat- THAT MR. HEARST IS
INTEREST- and a lot more of them but the bosses
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offically adopted by
ters of internal politics, domestic af- ED IN SOME
OF HIS CATTLE COM- permitted them to stay on the ticket
fairs of New Mexico, which the poli- PANIES
the government of Australia and other state governments and
But there is time yet, before election
ALONG WITH
THOSE
ticians and campaign orators may FOREIGN
and it may be that some more DemoSIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
CATTLE BARONS?
settle undisturbed.
But the El Paso
We
have
read
his
affidavit concern- cratic candidates will be pushed or
the United States and foreign countries.
Herald does not purpose to let this
ing the public lands in which he mildly shoved and if that method fails of
Full
and
Information
Will
Be
Furnished Upon Application.
Literature
particular He go uncaught if it Is pos- but plainly declares that his
effect, they too, may be kicked off if
chief
sible to establish in the minds of the
newspaper
has
lied about him the political boots of the Democratic
organ
slate makers are not worn out.
people a Just conception of the facts and then
Tht Origina Nea Three-Da- y
Cure,
proclaims that he never said
in this case, which are as stated.
And by the way, did any of the
what it said he said.
CALL OR WRITE .
We have followed Mr.Donald's re- delegates to the Democratic state con
Rule By the Minority.
markable lecture tour around New vention hear any one introduce or
TWO PLUS TWO MAKE! FOUR! 4 Mexico and we have never heard htm adopt a resolution, empowering tne
The leaders (f ) (God sav , th utter a word on anything the people Democratic bosses to fill vacancies on
mark! ) of democracy fn New Mexico of New Mexico have been asking in the state ticket? Albuquerque
:
SI2 fcra Secesd St Hzzt, 321,,
N. M.
AltvClt
have boldly proclaimed that the only this campaign.
airawm oi we. aw tat depanded Mr. Bnrsum hat been In the open
(ConttnaH o Page Sewn.)
-

one-hal-

J. F. Parker, 2021 Xo. 10th St.. Ft.
Smith, Ark., says that he had taken
many kinds of kidney medicine but
did not get betetr until he took Foley
No matter how long
Kidney Pills.
you have had kidney trouble, you will
find quick and permanent benefit by
tne use of Foley Kidney Pills. Start
taking thera now.

val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Urban, all of Pecos, X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican FrintlncCom-pany- .
Cede of Civil Procedure c' the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Missouri Cods
Pleading forms, $5;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
th
two for $10.
$6;
PleaJtngs.
Department of the interior,
to
New
Mexico
Adapted
Code. Laws
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
of New Mexico, 889. 19 Dl and 1903,
Oct. 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifa- English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25;
s.
foil leather
Sheriff s Flexible
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Cover
Pock
t
Dockets,
$1.36;
Nov. 12, 1911,
made
Homestead two or more books. II tingle,
enrh
for SE
Section 33,
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
T ana is inclusive.
:.i.30 each. Com
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es- pilation Corporation La.vs, 75 c. Com
tablish claim to the land above de- pilation Mining Lawa, 9 c
Money's
scribed, before Register or Receiver digest of New Vx'.co F sports., fuU
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., sheen, $fi.50: full )lt
blanks.
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
try
Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sando - a New Mexican Want Ad..
j
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Arm officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated
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Reach It

MOT TAN
Sixteen Button

$4.00
$4.50
$5.00

VELVET BUTTON

$3.00
GUN METAL

$3.50
$4.00
$3.00

PAT. KID

ALCOHOLISM

The Only Cure

and

But we

I

The Neal Treatment

Comfort

Perfect Fit is a High Ideal

1--

4

'If

Superintendent

!

4

v

address:

wi'

i

--

t

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

high-hande- d

;

r IP

When

$3.50
$4.00

WE

ADD A STYLE

that pleases down

to the minute in every
particular, and we also
add durability. A shoe
that is a perfect fit will
wear longer and look
well to the end.
Besides being distinctive and unusually attractive these shoes have
special wearing qualities
that we will be glad to
point out to you.

Wandering

WEAR THE

STETSON SHOE

stranger to the majority of people you
meet, first impressions will be made by your
A

personal appearance, by your clothes, and,
especially, by your shoes.
Then travel in footwear of quality. It gives
you a distinctive tone. The STRUTT is neither
too loud or too quiet, it is just right a gentleman's stylish model. Vici Kid, Gun Metal,
Russia Tan Lace or Button.

$5.00, $5.50, and $6.00

.

NEAL INSTITUTE

Where
Quality

Meets
Price
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SANTA I E NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
IOHN K. SfAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
General Manager.
Eutered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, pe. week, by carrier
Daily, per sconth, by carrier...
Dally, per month, by mail
Oaily, per year, by mall

Jaily,

six months,

25
.75 Weekly, six
65 Weekly, rer
7.00 Week'y, per

by mall

$3.50

months
year
quarter

1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
It is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
iamon the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

BURSUM WILL HAVE FIVE
nation for the edification, or rather to
IHOUSAND MAJORITY.
the disgust, of the nation and the dis
In the past fourteen years, there
grate of the new commonwealth,
has not
an election lime at
which the Republican party was as
Princeton EIGHT;
confident of victory as it is today.,
HARVARD, SIX.
Its entire state ticket will be elected'
by majorities from 5,000 upward. So!
(Continued Irom rage One.)
confident are leaders and the rank
and file, that there were loud pro- - dell was called
but only could
tests when the New Mexican submitt- - make a yard. Aupon
beautiful
forward
L fig,"'eS
Tsht;whl a majority of only iaSs, Freedley to Smith, put the ball
,.U,0 for Holm O. Bursum on next on
the Tigers 2 yard line.
The estimates for each
Tuesday,
Princeton Ahead,
county were analyzed end flaws were
A forward pass completely fooled
picked all along the line.
The New the Princeton players, for Smith was
Mexican put down Rio Arriba county far out on
the left hand. He had - a
"Jt wiU be more clear fiel but: was nailed just before
onnTJntythan 800, was the protest of a man he reached the
goal line. Wendell
who should know and probably does carried
it over, on the first rush. The
know.
San Miguel county is deemed ball was kicked 'out to
Freedley on the
good for 675 majority.
"It will be a 25 yard line. Captain Fisher kicked
uw,area yovernor Mills, the goal, making the score:
tji'iunu uiiuuij 8 majority for i's Princeton
8
CTuumicu ai 00. "It
arvard
6
win De a tnousand and more," deDeWitt kicked off to the ten yard
-IUUMMUC cursum sup- - j:ne and the ball was run back 15
Valencia county appears in yards in
porter
spite of a Harvard fumble,
the list with a majority of 1150. "It On
the first rush Reynolds made eight
is bou;l to be 250 more,- - was the
yards. Then Wendell made a first
unanimous chorus of dissent.
Sando- - down on his forty-fivyard line. On
yal county s plurality is placed at the next rush Wendell made five yards
o,o.
Those who profess to know m0re. There was a kick
forward to
say it will execeed 900. Bernalillo is Princeton's 35
yard line but DeWitt
down
400.
for
put
"Rot," exclaimed could not gain through center. He
a eading newspaperman from the
dropped back and kicked to Reynolds
be at laSt 1,2I)0" 011 Harvard's 50
AUie.S 7"
yard line. Reynolds
all along the line. On the could not
gain around Princeton's
other hand there were objections to the
right end and Wendell hurled himself
majorities conceded the Democrats at the Princeton line for no gain. Then
in southeastern New Mexico, all re- - DeWitt kicked to
the
four
ports indicating a heavy Bursum vote, yard line, and on account Tiger's
of Harvard's
But the New Mexican will leave the
holding it was Princeton's ball in the
figures stand, as it estimated them center of the field. On a
delayed pass,
yesterday after some study and after Vaughn was thrown without
gain.
f
reports
Witt
to
received
Reynolds on Harvard's
If
majority runs 30 yard line.
made three
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NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its cifstomers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign excTiange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of
civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
"

money-transmitti-

The Cedrrs 0f Lebanon.
Very carefully enclosed and
are the 200 remaining cedars of
Lebanon, those famous trees that
once clothed all the sides of the Syrian mountains, says Harper's Weekly,
So tall and beautiful were they, in
comparison with the trees of Palestine, 'that the Hebrew writers celebrated them with extraordinary praise
and from the earliest times their sofi
white wood was the glory of the Jew-toarchitecture. They were used in
Soloman's temple and in its successor, and also in the church that Con
stantino built at Jerusalem.
The
surviving trees are called
by the
Arabs the "trees of God," and under
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

the

clergy of the Greek church occasionally celebrate mass. Several of "the
trees in the grove are over 1,500 years
old, and have a height of 100 feet and
a circumference of 50. In appearance
they more resemble the aged larch or
the majestic oak than the cedar that
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W. J. Lucas, the Las Vegas attorney, arrived yesterday and is at the
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for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
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enue. It was largely attended and
The parlor
proved very enjoyable.
was artistically decorated with autCARPENTERS
umn leaves and fruits and the dining
room was in "Halloween attire," with
AND CABINET MAKERS.
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assisted were Mesdames
ton, Laughlin, Jaffa, Ervien, Arthur FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Seiigman, James Seiigman. Small, Le
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
Wheelon,
Veift, Dorman,
Wilson,
March, Cartwright, Aboott; Misses
Laughlin, McGibbon, Spitz and Boyle. All Work Guaranteed.
Phcne, Red 1 15

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
'

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are) also worth looking at.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

The parlors were most
attractively decorated' and soft lights

i

Palace Avenue

Day and Night Phone

Widows

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

contributed to the deception prac-- i
ticed by some of those who dressed
We guarantee each and every BotMorton seiigman
was imperup
tle we sell to last one year.
sonating the role of an Eastern heiress and "she" was the recipient of
BUTT BROS. CO.,
much attention to the intense amuse'Hie
ment of those who recognized him.
Always Reliable
COFFI
The young people amused themselves
DRUGGISTS
with games, music, and song and the
Poor coffee is an unPhone, Red 161. NihtPhone,Red58.
evening passed rapidly.
wholesome
drink. To
A "surprise" Halloween party which ;
was thoroughly enjoyed was given by
begin the day by drinking
Mr. and Mrs. Tomas Delgado at their
it clouds an otherwise
home on Read Street.
.The guests I'tXXXXXXXXXXXXSXX
cheerful mind. See to
were amused with games and music
it, then, that you have
as well as with dancing. At midnight
&
refreshments were served. The house
Chase & Sanborn's
was prettily decorated for the occasHigh Grade Coffee
PAINTING
ion.
Among those present were Mr.
With its fragrant
and Mrs. T. P. Delgado, Mrs. Astler,
Mrs. Fred McCabe, the Misses Mary
aroma and mm
and Amalla Sena, Miss Pearson, Miss
perfect
Pauline Garcia, Miss Helen Alire, Mis-- !
color.
ses Eloisa and Patrita Delgado, Missi
Lola Delgado, Miss Pilar Delgado,!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Hiiario Delgado, R. L. Baca, Mr. Pear j
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
and Mr
sen, George Mignardot
JUST IN
Jerome Delgado, Willie West, j
305 San Francisco Street.
Thomas,
New (1911) Crop of ENGLISH WAL Mr.
Pierson, Mr. Eeachum.
NUTS and ALMONDS
Mrs. R. J. Palen and Mrs. H. D. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX!
Moulton gave a delightful Halloween

PANCAKE FLOUR

10&

In Our Immense New

Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY
HOT WATER BOTTLES

j

Aunt Jemima's Famous

MULLIGAN & RISING,

EXSSB&SSlBHSmi

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

SIGN PAINTING

WE

PRICE-MAKE- R

J. M. Diaz.

.

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

THE

-

,

SAFE QUALITY

Hand-Paint-

THE MASTER TAILORS.

;

I

Beautiful

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

offer than money back if

!

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

INSURANCE

preciate the responsibility.

iraiis-conune- n

garden, fruit trees, etc.
Pricce, 2,700.

It is up to us to please you, and we ap

VEGETABLES

Me-tur- e

j

Prices Are Reasonable

Sausage,

e

j

I

tions in the
these are not what you want, we will
trim them to your order. The expert

Beef,

j

j

Just what

HATS
produc?MiIIinery Art. If

THOSE absolutely the latest

Ber-gcr- e

i

of

Pattern Quality

Style

CITY

j

Art Draperies and Curtain Scrims
A Most Artistic Line that will please the lovers

MILLINERY
READY TRIMMED

Denver where she spent a fortnight
celebrating his sixth birthday anni-- !
visiting her sister, who was ill.
with a party for some of his
versary
Dr. C. E. Lukens, head of the Chillittle friends this afternoon.
dren's, Home, arrived yesterday from
Former District Clerk A. M.
Albuquerque and is at the Montezuhas returned from a tour of the
ma Hotel.
mounin the Manzano
settlements
Jose Ortiz y Pino, county commis- tains in
He is cerTorrance
county.
sioner and Republican candidate for
tain that the Republicans will sweep
is registered at the MonTorrance covnty by a handsome matezuma Hotel.
jority.
F. V. Drake, of Albuquerque,
and
The annual Thanksgiving dance uncandidate for the legislature on the
Democratic ticket from Taos county, der the auspices of the Woman's P.oard
of Trade will be given at the public
is' at the Montezuma.
library assembly room on the eve ofj
G. F. Niego.d, a businessman of
Wednesday, November
Thanksgiving,
Colo., passed
the
through
2ft.
A large attendance is expected;
on
his way to Califor
city yesterday
as the board has not given a dance
nia to Bpend the winter.
for some time.
The Wallace Club is meeting this;
It has been the custom for the
afternoon at the home of the Misses
Guild
of the Churcli of the Holy Faith
on
East
avenue.
Spitz
Palace
This is
a business meeting held once a month, to hold their annual sale on the first
1
This year, as
Mr. and Mrs. H. Chavez and three Friday in December.
children arrived last evening from the date would bring the sale the day
Richmond, California, and are visiting atwr 1 hanksgiving Day, it has been
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Baca and other rel- - tJecidP(1 to change the date for once
an(l tne annual sale will be held on
tives.
Mr. and Mrs. R A Case arenmna. Wednesday, the Oth or December,
nied by T. W. Meikeljohn of Fond du the assembly room of the Library
Lac, Indiana, arrived yesterday on an Building.
auto tour to the coast. They are at
The basket ball team of the eighth
th Pnl.1f.ia Hntol
graae m tne nign scnool minding, acrv
The Thirteen Card Club met yester- - companied by Miss Wade and Miss!
day at the home of Mrs. Standley G. Staley, held a delightful hallowe'en
at tne nome ot Miss Dorothy
small. Besides the members of the
ciub the guests were Miss May Spitz Walter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
A- - F.
Walter on East Palace avenue.
and Miss Josie Grimshaw.
'
Benarthur Jaffa, son of Territorial AU o the young fo,ks wre in fancy
Secretary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa is 'Stumes. They wore masks through
which their smiling eyes,
however.
shone. Games were played and re-- !
vwuij in uNt UAY- - ifreshments served at a seasonable
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine hour.
Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
The Halloween party given bv the
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa-- .' Epworth League at St. John's
is on each box. 25c.
thidist Episcopal church was a great
success, as the program was interest- .
Refreshments
iing and entertaining.
were served during the evening and
various amusements were indulged in.
decoration
Many complimented the
committee on the taste shown in the
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
decorations, which consisted of pump
kins, corn stalks, "black cats" and bats
242 Lower Palace Avenue, etc. to give one the idea of Halloween
and the time of spooks,
MMn .
tir c iuawuur
A. L. Westgard and his
viv,,
Captain
...
A
own .bread,, .nies.
. cakes,. etc. The'
,
jjtn lv ut eitiveu', on a
uesi meal in Sama ft, resraraieSS tal motor trin did not arrive here last
ot price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or night although rooms for them had
been reserved at the Montezuma.
monthly rates upon application.
They arrived at Las Vegas at mid'
TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
night and will he here some time to- W. G. BUSH, Prop
Phone.Red 64J day, spending Sunday here as was
the party's original intention. Captain Westgard found, early in the
week, he was a day ahead and he
tried to get in here last night.
H. S,
& GO. The Young People's Social Club
spent a most enjoyable evening cele--

Beautiful Dresser Scarfs I
And Pillow Tops

49

Parlor Market
and Grocery

H.'-O-

V

1

MUGLER.

Colonel J. G. Aibright, editor of the
New Mexico State Democrat, is at the
Palace Hotel.
Jose Lopez has gone to his home
in San Miguel county to look after
some land matters.
;1
NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
The Saturday Card Club met yesterMRS R. LOPEZ
day at the home of 'Mrs. Arthur Seiigman 'on East Palace Avenue.
Manicuring
Shampooing
.
Hon;
Bursum yesterday Went
Hair Dressing Massaging
from Albuquerque to French, Colfax
Chiropody.
county, on his campaign tour.
Front Room fiver F. Andrews' Store
Mrs. S. Spitz has returned from
.

.

AND CAKE

-

C. E. Gibson and Hiss Helen Gibson ol Boston are sightseers at the

Your Patronage Solicited

BREAD

Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery,
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday & Saturday
Phone, 152 RedAMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Watch This Space.

Palace.

Business

PAGE FIVE

LADY OR GENTLEMAN

YOU

GERDES, OUTFITTER

TO EVERYBODY

OUR STOCK OF

ReadytoWear Goods is "Sizzling Hot"

Garments.
If You Do Not Inspect Them You are the Loser.
with

"Up-to-dat- e"

JULIUS H. GERDES.

C5

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

t

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?"
are using it. It saves
THE
where
Our display rooms are open for your
and
it
pay for, by

on your light bill
SAVES
EYES.
you
right
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that. these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

having

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
ltlWiWittrliwiMWWni

can

be pleased and suited by

zr

&

I
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(Read Up)

RADIUM

An Innovation in Oil Heaters
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iOonaects at Colfax with K. P. A 8. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.i?;
SStage for Van Houton N, M. meeta trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M for KUzabethtown, N. M.. at 9;00 a. m. dally excep"
sndays, Fare tn uu one way 13.50
trip ; fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. & S. train leaves Des Mettles, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from
tb
tb at 4;SB a. in,
G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
CL P.
V. P. & Q. M
Superintendent.
Agent,
-.

.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe LraJ
Arizona, Mexico and te the Pacific Coast, via
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraaca,
loo,

NSSW

EAST

BEST

OK

ROUTE

WEST

Par rates and full informattoa address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. p. Agant,
El Paso Texas.

Ifc15R(aSr

fidence

USE THE

y

y

e

SHORTEST LINE TO

com-Koin-

Colorado

Denver,

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

Palace.

ahead for them

wiring

Col. W.
J. Studwell,
Brooklyn;
George M. Foote, a Cornell professor
and Mrs. Foote, Ithaca, N. Y.; R. L.
Fox, Philadelphia; W. L. Harris,
Orange, N. J.; John Legg, and Mrs.
Legg, Worcester, Mass. Mr. Gleddings,
A. L. Westgard, pathfinder and Mrs.
Westgard, and H. D. Ashton, manager
of the tour.
The equipment
consists of four

motor cars that carry the party and
a machine that carries baggage. The
tourists rest and go to church each
Sunday. The party Is scheduled to eat
Thanksgiving dinner In Los Angeles.
--

For coughing, dryness and tickling
in the throat hoarseness and all
coughs and colds, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound.
Contains
no

Altin Frazier Durango.
Frank Mora, Glorieta.
Evan Williams, Glorieta.
S. Romero, Glorieta.
Frank Scherrell, Glorieta.
J. M. Campbell, Espanola.
Juan S. Almeda, Galisteo.

opiates.
For sale by all druggists.
If you want anything on earth
a Want ad In the New Mexican

Feliz Ramierez, Galisteo.
Montezuma.
N. A. Hardeman, St. Louis.
J. H. McCarthy, Denver.
D'. L.
Kinsell, St. Louis.
E. L. Silman, Denver.
Dr. C. E. Lukens, Albuquerque.
George Atkinson, City,
M. H. Ross, Oklahoma.
R. G. McDougall, Truchas.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
F. W. Drake, Hodges.
Mrs. Robertson, City.

y

ju

Montezuma,

this morning.
In the party are:

William H Richards, Washington.
C. G. Chamberlain, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Case, Indiana.
T. W. Meikeljohn, Fond du lac, Ind
C. E. Gibson, Boston.
Helen Gibson, Boston.
L. L. Kahn, San Fiancisco,
A. Read, Tierra Amarilla.
G. F. Niegold, Silverton, Colo.
James Muenster, Delphin Ohio,
F. L. Edmin-.ter- ,
Alamosa.
J. G. Albright, Albuquerque.
W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
James Martinez, Las Vegas.
George F. Powers. Denver.
Coronado.
Cristoval Madril, Denver.

QiIihii j.i.

radio-activit- y

WEST

Hotel Arrivals.

jftFECT10N

radio-activit-

or

misplaced when she wrote for advice, to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association. Dr.
R. V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement once a
day.

x

radi-Sunda- y

EAST

curing-powe-

ic

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, Nov. 4 The aviators Legag-neuand Martinet, went shooting on
board an aeroplane in the neighborNo home is quite complete without a Perfection Oil
hood of Campiegne recently. Legag-neu- x
Heater. It is a necessity in the fall and spring, when it is too
piloted the biplane in dexterous
circles and ovals over the coverts
warm to start the regular heating apparatus, and too cool to he
while Martinet did the shooting.
without heat. In the midst of winter it is often convenient as
The machine cannot remain m the
an auxiliary heater, as there are always some cold corners
air and fly at a speed less than a
in a house.
partridge and, as Martinet is an experienced shot, he rarely missed birds
The enameled heater always presents a nice appearance, as the
whose line of flight was that of the
enamel will not tarnish or bum off. It is not an " enamel paint," but it
He also killed two hares,
aeroplane.
is the same as the enamel of your cooking utensils.
the apparatus wheeling down just
above them.
The difficult part of the
The Perfection is the most reliable and convenient portable heating
sport was finding the game after landflame spreader prevents
device you can find. An automatically-lockin- g
ing.
turning the wick high enough to smoke.
The public prosecutor at Rheims has
sic
Uealeri everywhere. A yours to show
brought proceedings against aviators
you the Perfection Healer enameled ; or rite
for the first time in French criminal
lor descriptive circular to any agsniy of
Smokeless
law for homicide through negligence,
Continental Oil Company
JJ;8r
the defendants being Count d'Hespel,
(Incorporated)
who, in alighting struck down and
killed a machinist, Germain Gardes,
and Aviator Prevost, who ran into a
SUNDAY VS.
are operated seven days a week. soldier, Eugene Potin, imprudently
REST DAY LAW. Even the men in the railroad pump- and carelessly, the prosecuting attoring stations, whether in the New ney affirms.
Radium Causes Death.
Sabbath Legislation Is Insufficient to England hills on the prairies of NeProfessor Bouchard's experiments
Protect Men Who Need It. Viobraska, or on the Western slope,
with radium have brought him to the
lations in Every State.
work seven days a week.
conviction that when projected on
By John A. Fitch.
Many Sunday Workers.
nervous centers radium produces paBut it comes closer home than
ralysis and rapid death. This has not
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press this bare statement would
indicate. been tried upon human beings, but
Bureau).
Your milkman comes every day, rain upon mice enclosed
in healthy oxySunday laws in the United States or
Your genated receptacles.
shine, winter and summer.
Mice under the
were put on the statute books through
paper boy makes his. rounds every radium ray died in from six to eight
the efforts of churchmen.
They are day.
The baker delivers hot rolls hours, while
control specino mere rest-dalaws, these restric- on
If you want to mens kept under identical conditions,
Sunday morning.
tions that have come down in Amerion a journey on Sunday you may except that the radium emanations
ca from Colonial days; they are de- go
go to the telephone and a girl a were absent, remained well.
to
a
desefrom
Sabbath
signed
protect
Sunday worker connects you with a
Microscopic examination of the anicration.
They do not generally de- taxicab
A cab driven by a mal tissues after death showed no
company.
signate the day of rest as "Sunday"
but as "the first day of the week, Sunday worker is sent for you, or you change except a diminuation of white
can take the street car and give your globules in the blood and
congestion
and
commonly called the Sabbath,"
one state at least describes the day nickel to a Sunday worker. You go of the blood in the lungs. The bodies
to the station and buy a ticket of a had
acquired such extraordinary
as "the Sabbath, commonly
called
worker and then you buy a,cactivity that three days after death
the Lord's Day."
At the train they made an impression on a photomagazine of another.
Spirit of Devotion.
crew of Sunday workers minister graphic
plate through several sheets
That reverent spirit of devotion ato
You go of black paper.
your comfort and safety.
that put such expression into secular
into the dining car for lunch and
Madame Curie says that "if the nalaws, and made the state the defend- - nilin.
KrA.lrn.B wnt.
guuuaj wuincia nail uu vuu. ture of the radiations from radium are
er of religion while at the same time wiuci Qll.ilni,
If yu arrive at your destination
little known the cause of snontaneous
church and state to be for- remains as mysterious
ever separated was the spirit that f.ore nlght' you g0 t0 a notel and Sun'
si ly. ana is always tor tne suDject or, pro-has animated much that is best in our -- M..,
cmpiuji.
ana
to
men you go to din- found astonishment"
your room,
national character. When the Sunday
ner and are waited upon by other
This
laws were written we were a simple
being communiworkers.
In countless ways cated to almost everything adjacent
no Sunday
people with no large factories,
you accept the services of people to! to the substance except lead, the rarailroads nor trolleys, telegraph nor whom
Sunday is a day of work.
dium institute that the French govwere
no
There
cities
telephone.
large
Most of these people who waited ernment or, more properly, the Uniand there was no labor nrnhlem as
Sunday workers versity of Paris, is building for Ma
we know it today.
So the Sunday on you are not m
workers. Newspaper dame Curie is being lined completely
laws were just Sunday laws and no but seven-damore.
Nobody thought of them as employes and telephone operators with lead.
Man.
affecting the relation of employer to generally get one day of rest a week,
Doctor Henri-Martiuul lDe otner employes mentioned
grandson of
employe.
the great historian, made an angenerally ao not.
The Great Change.
nouncement at the weekly meeting of
Absolutely Indespensable Work.- But now all is changed. Where our
the Academy of Science of exceptional
fathers needed a law to protect a wow a very 8reat deal or this
institution, we need a law 1day work ,s absolutely Indispensable, importance to the study of
would not be understood as wish-agman.
At the foot of a hill in the
to protect men.
And in a complex
we are vainly trying to accom- - lng t0 ablisb it. but I do want to department of the Charante the docplish the latter through the medium make u c'ear how the Sunday law tor dug up the skull of a man of the
e
of. the old Sunday
Quarternary Epoch, showing marked
laws.
It is like nas lalleQ 10 meet tne test ln a
And I am wondering divergences from the four or five simi- to meet machine
enna with niercial age.
ncw ,onS tne cnurcn is going to re- - lar specimens already extant, notably
bows and arrows.
main quiescent.
Long ago it struck a very pronounced protuberance at the
Seven Day Industries.
For the old Sunday laws have witn vi8r for legislation that would base of the forehead. The teeth, which
broken down
Thpv were tint nopii. protect tne sabbatn ana- got it. And are very strong, are worn right down
ed to protect men at first.
But the tl:en' because the times changed, the to the crown, and lead to the belief
But ajter all tnat their owner was herbivorous. Be
rise of that need has not only demon- - legislation tailed!.
strated the need of a strnnspr law- - lne baDDatn was made lor man.' side the skull were found a few brok
Will en instruments and some other bones,
it has also rendered the Sunday laws Man is the more important.
all of the same period, and the digging
useless as defenders of the Sabbath. not lne ourch strike witn vigor
are the facts?
In transporta- - day for legislation that will protect Is being continued with the greatest
care in the hope of being able to untion, communication, and manufactur- - raan'
Rest 0ne Day ,n Seven,
earth the complete skeleton.
ing, thousands upon thousands of
A law requiring one day of rest in
men are obliged to work seven days
Hydrophobia From Fox.
A case of hydrophobia from the bite
seven,
in every week.
regardless of which day it is,
Railroads, trolleys,
a11 workmen
absolutely demand-nace- of a fox had just had its sequel at the
telegraphs and telephones, blast fur- - for
s Pasteur Institute
with no
here. Some months
smelters, cement mills, paper lnS that one rest-da- y
ago, Captain Bower, the master of a
these are well known as seven nolS ot "necessity and charity"
in the South ol
pack of
Yet if the facts would result in two things. The
day industries.
continuous England, while killing a fox . which
known I think we would find a,istr'es
necessarily
to their work- had been run down by the pack, was
work- - W0U,Q ad1
that a majority of the seven-daof their bitten by the animal in its struggles.
ers are in other employments,
so inS force, and let
general has continuous operation be- - fcrce by rotation rest each day In the The wound healed rapidly but after
three months had elapsed he was seizcome, and so marked the advance, week. But it would cost more to
r
and
factories P'0? a larger working force, and the ed with violent convulsions and died
are seasonal industries that run industries not necessarily continuous in twenty hours with all the symptoms
would close down on Sundays. Thus of hydrophobia, and medical science
seven days a week and twenty-fou- r
hours a day durine the season. Po- - th Sabbath would be better protect- - was unable to account otherwise for
wer plants, heating and light plants ed tnan 11 is now; thus men would be his death.
Miss Sylvia Bower, his sister, who
protected from the necessity of work-ing seven days a week in order to kissed him as he was dying, and the
hold their jobs. A man who has one doctor who attended him were img i
a week, whether of his mediately sent to the Paris Pasteur
day of
I
own choicce or by compulsion, is a Institute, where, although cases ot
I
wrker, a better citizen, and hydrophobia so long after the bite had
1 Y11ATlrll iDetter
a better man tnan on wh0 works healed, while almost unheard of, are
LllYC
every day, even if his rest-dais not not considered impossible, and it was
decided to keep Miss Bower and the
AftCr Operation Failed tO Help, SUndaNo
doctor under observation for fifteen
Demand for Legislation.
CardUi WOrKed Like
Various church organizations have days. That period has elapsed, and
Chaim.
declared against seven-dawork; in the two patients have been dischargthe
Jonesvllle, S. C "I suffered with Connecticut
Congregational ed with a clean bill of health.
The Portuguese government is prewomanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S. churches during the last session of
Kendrick, In a letter from this place, tne 'egislature tried to secure the paring an act designed to humble the
"and at times, I could not bear to stand Passage of a bill providing for one monarchists and deprive them of the
on my feet The doctor said I would iday of rest ln Beven; but there ia as means of financing another rising. All
absentee monarchist landowners 01
never be any better, and that I would 1!'
iSisUble dtm?d ut
other Portuguese residing abroad for
V
have to have an operation, or I would
.
state. Yet political reasons must return to the
nave a cancer.
this of all issues is the most natural country within a term to be named in
I went to the hospital, and they oper- - 0ne for the
forforces of the the law or their property will
ated on me, but I got no better. They communty to religious
feited to the state. The property ol
make common cause
medicines would do me no good, cr with the workers.
tnose conspiring will be confiscated
and I thought I would have to die.
Could the church do a more Chris- - immediately.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to tlan thing than to put on its fighting
This decision to seize the property
Improve, so I continued using It. Now, clothes again, as it did ln colonial of those taking an active part in
I am well, and can do my own work. daTs. ani get on to the statute books treason against the present adminisof tne state's laws that will protect tration will include the deposed King
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
imen from tne debasing effects ot sev- - Manuel, who, according to evidence
labor?
is the hands of the government, seut
There must be merit In this purely ,e"-dahis uncle, the Duke of Oporto, to rep7 " " .
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
resent him in the recent uprising PoNervou,n?"
Cardul--for
It has been in successful ' and
men and wo- - litical prisoners of the lower class
ln
both
rheumatism,
use for more than 50 years, for the mm mean kldn;
troub,ei
a,. probably will be exiled to Portuguese
treatment of womanly weakness and iow lt to
beyond the reach African colonies. They will lt is conprogre
disease.
ot medicine but stop it promptly with sidered likely, be advanced certain
Please try it, for your troubles.
Foley Kidney Pills.
They regulate sums to start them as colonists. The
the act,on 01
urtnary organs.
captured monarchist lea Jers will be
me in action, oulck la results.
kept in prison for terma eorresTM4-luWtmm." a t vim wnm. nvmu
For sale byj all drOfflsU.
with the degree oKtheir gout.

"i'"6

it

wbeo a woman sptMiks of her
silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have bestowed this mark of confidence on Lr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y.
Everywhere there are women who
bear witness to the wonderr
of Dr.
working,
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
which saves the suffering sex
from pain, and successfully
grapples with woman's weaknesses and stubborn ilk.

IT MAKES WEAK WOHEN STRONG
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.
No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her con-

,

When Going

jit

DEADLY MATERIAL

Skull of
Man Re
cently Found Makes Interesting Study.

The Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater, with its
drums enameled in turquoise, is an ornament to any
room, whether in the country or city home.

9 32
8 65

IS
Pre-Histor-

10 15

THE

LANES

France
4 00
3 50
3 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

Olnwrron
Ar a m
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.M... Lv
Lv

Honored by Women

Novel Sport of Hunters in
Neighborhood of

12

.

--

5 45

1910

Lv.. Des Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
bed man
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cnnnlngham
....OHfton House N.M
LmI
Ar
Raton, N. M
Ka ton, N.M
,Lv
Ar
OHfton House N M....
... .,
gPreston.
.. Koehler Junction .
Koehler.
Ar

ft
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STATIONS

68
76
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RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st
Miles

19

72Z

a

Company,

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

--

M.

try

FOR SALE.
Perartment

A MAIL CARRIER'S LOAD.
Seems heavier when be has a weak
back and kidney trouble. Fred Deuh- ren, Mail Carrier, at Atchison, Kan,
.savs: "I have been
hnrhorori rvHh
a v.
lrnrinoir
ki
u,a.Uvic.
j
huuukj nuu imuj
a Severe pain across my back. When- ever T carried a heavy load Of mail,
my kidney trouble increased.
Some
time ago, I started taking Foley
Kidney Pills and since taking them
I have gotten entirely rid of ail my
kndney trouble and am as souni now
as ever."
For sale by all druggists.

kijj.

of the

October

D.

Interior, 'Washington.
Sealed bids marked

14. 1911.

o.j "Bid for timber on
outside
Jicartlla Indian
Reservation. New Mexico." and addressed to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Washington," will be received until 18 o'clock noon,
Eastern time, February 1. 1013. for the purchase
and removal of all merchantable dead
timber
standing or fallen and all the live timber that
may be designated for cutting by the officer
ln charge on a designated area of approximately 130,000 acres upon both tribal and allotted lands of the Jicarilla Indian Reservation.
New Mexico, located within townships SR. 29.
30 and 31 North, Ranges 1, 2 and
8 West. New
Mexico Principal Meridian, lying within the
watersheds of Dulce, Burns and La Jara
Creeks, and containing approximately 130.000,-00- 0
feet, B M. of timber, principally yellow
pine. A deposit of $5,000 of a certified check
on a solvent National Bank drawn in favor of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs must accompany each bid. No bid of less than J3.00
per M. board feet for the first six years of the
contract and M. 60 per M. board feet for the last
three years of the contract will be considered.
xne "Bit towave technical defects in advertise'
ments and bids and to reject any and all bids
is reserved. The timber must be cut under
and regulations,
of which, with
J'ea
further information andcopies
blank bid form, may
V? obma,n.ed..'rom the Superintendent of the
uivoium iMuiun sunooi, uuice, new Mexico,
or from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs'
w usningion. u. u
CARMI A. THOMPSON,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Furnished for attractive enterprises
TODAY in all substantial lines of business.
"Seeing America First" and by moRailroads, Tractions, Water & Elector, a party of eleven enthusiasts are tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Minbound for Santa Fe and are expected ing', Agricultural & Industrial.
to arrive here this afternoon or evenBond, Debenture and Stock Issues
ing.
They are making the Raymond Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
and Whitcomb regularly conducted
Properties purchased for European
transcontinental tour and have five exploitation and investment.
motors to carry the party and the Financial Undertakings of all sorts
baggage.
They left New York and handled.
came via. Kansas City over the old
Miscellaneous commissions ana orSanta Fe Trail, emulating the exam- ders of all characters accepted for exof
Walter Williams who was the ecution ln any European country.
ple
first to cross the entire trail by motor
Correspondence enclosing full deThe tour is piloted by Captain A. I tails at first writing invited.
Westgard, who passed through here THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
some time ago in a truck on his
waj
to California.
Bloomsbury Street,
The party has reserved rooms at the
London,
SEEING AMERICA FIRST
PARTY ARRIVES

14-16-

England,

loop-mill-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
Wt-

All
fV

Parts of The World

'
V Bmto Domestic Money Order. Traveler'
ad Feratga Money Order
U.

S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH

J.

D. BARNES, Agent.

f MORGAN
LIVERY CO.
Successor to li. P.
V.

Williams

I have
purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all timet of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

Phone

AT 510 SAN FRANCISCO ST)
139 Red

Santa Fe, N.M

y

beet-suga-

rre it
LAKIJI

llC

lifArtlfrn
nlllflVrll

Warm Floors tand Healthy
Children Make Happy Homes
There is no better way for you to avoid worry and expense
than by insuring your children's health.
,
Warm floors in the home, which is the children's play
house in winter, are assured when using Cole's Original Hot

I

Blast Heater.
The steel base and body construction allows the heat to b
radiated to the floor keeping it warm during the coldest weather.

A LnAKlrl

y

Cole's Original Hot Blast Heater

y

'Irt

T"?

I

The Cleanest Easiest to Care For

Burns Soft Coal, Lignite, Hard Coal, Crushed Coke,1
Wood and Cobs.
Users of coal must remember that the ordinary heater is
a big care to operate. That its smoke and ashes entail dust
ing, curtain washing and carpet sweeping. Think then of the
ease of operation and the cleanliness of Cole's Hot Blast
Cole's Hot Blast has a guaranteed smoke-proo- f
feed door '
open the feed door and the current of air draws the smoke
directly across the top of stove to the stove pipe away from
the opening. Contrast this simple, cleanly feed with the side
door in an ordinary heater. The aide door used on other
stoves permits escape of dirty smoke, unpleasant gas and
accumulated soot drops from it. If you overfill a side door
stove, coal falls to the floor. And note this, you cannot
makes side door heater
an everlasting advantage
in favor of Cole's Hot Blast which is
and guaranteed
to remain so always.
No fires to build the fire is never out in this remarkable
beater from fall until taken down In the spring.
Better select one today surely it is Che heater you need

?

g-- j
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them know

LET THE WANT

re

You a Seller? An advertise-mea- t
in the classified columns of the
A food live advertisement id the
Want column of the New Mexican will New Mexican will put your real estate
rent any property that la rentable. on (he market effectively. It will put
There It aJwaya some oae that wants the facts of your property before th'
that yen hay got, (rat yon ttast let eyes of all possible buyers.

COLUMN DO IT.

JLitZ'rV.

air-tig- ht
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-publican majorities seem to loom ADVERTISING THE
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
are
and
the
and
people
higher,
higher
KRAFT
Genito-l'rinarsatisfied that he is the man they want
Diseases.
SMALL BUSINESS
Had Mr. McDonald not come up here,
THE WA5SERMAN & NOOt'CH'
he probably would have run better,
but since the people have seen him
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
BANTA.
8.
By GEORGE
and have compared him with Hon. H.
ADMINISTERED.
nous.-- , with
room
advertisSix
RENT
in
FOR
general
The
possibilities
O. Bursum, they declare that they
' D. S. Lowitzki.
are
of
money
amount
small
a
f:.rniture.
on
Chemical and Microscopical Exwill support the latter on November ing little understood today and too
but
of blood, sputum, urine
His Selection to Command
aminations
7th.
FURNISHED room, with light, heat
often overlooked by those who should
ad
a
contents. Direction?
made
and
Bursum
srastric
Mr.
splendid
reoffice.
Kaiser's Yacht Created
avail themselves of it Many small
and bath for gent. This
j
for collecting specimens given or
dress in Spanish to a
or retail establishments are
tailers
Sensation
crowd at tbe court house, and in his
house. application.
FOR RENT
Napoleon's
among the aggressive advertisers l
speech he told the people that if elect- their communities, but, in general, thi south of capitoi, $25 a month. Apply state Nat. Bank
Bid., Albuquerque N M
ed he would see that Taos would get
concern of small pro- io mis omi-manufacturing
LETTERS WORTH FORTUNE
good roads. He was followed by Hon. portions looks on advertising as someDR. W. HUME BROWN,
Casimiro Barela who told the
WANTED Number one cattle ranch
thing to be handled only In lump sums
erican
Dentist
people that it was for of tens or hundreds of thousands of in northern New Mexico. Must conOver Spitz's Jewelry Store.
their interests that he was working. dollars.
One Written by Frederick The
hay
trol
water,
large range, plenty
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
The Republicans here are making a
Box 293, Sterling, Colorado.
Nothing could be a greater mistake.
Great Is Disposed of at
Phone Red 6.
The Rayo Lamp is the best and most serviceable lamp you can find
most active and successful campaign Indeed, today the advertising of an
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
for any part of your home.
Leipzig.
y
tnrougnout tne county, w eanesaaj artlcle ,B part and parcei of t8
SALESMEN WANTED: ExperiencIts strong white light has made
And by Appointment
It is m use in millions of families.
had a big meeting at Penasco ductlon and tne manufacturer has not
of
1912
line
where splendid addresses were made done hg duty who has not provided. ed salesmen to handle
it famous. And it never flickers.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
calendars; ; bank supplies; leather
or the parlor the Rayo gives just the light that it most effecIa the
Berlin, Nov. 4. Emperor William
oy aiaiaquias Alanine, onuue namib
effective selling plan, an outlet cloth and woolen
advertising goods
tive. It U a becoming lamp in itself and to you. Just the lamp, too, ior bedroom
Mr.
Sanchez for his
has selected as the new commander
and Ramon Sanchez.
or
tne
true
Is
And
this
goods.
and novelties; liberal commissions;
or library, where a clear, steady light is needed.
which
is
of the Imperial Yacht Hohenzollern
the
said
that
place
Penasco,
small as well as the large producer.
; also in numerous other styles and
The Rayo is made of solid brass,
exclusive territory.
of his residence, would give a bigger
Captain J. Kraft, thereby going outTo the small concern, however, the
MASONIC.
finishes. Easily lighted without removing shade or chimney ; easy to clean and rewick
ECONOMY ADVERTISING CO.
of
the
before
ever
than
of
the
ranks
side
nobility
I Republican
majority
periodicals of very wide, general cirMontezuma
Ask your dsalcr to show too his baa of Raro lamps ; or write for dacriptiyf circular to any aaeacyotihi
Lodge
Iowa.
Iowa
City,
memmaimmediate
and predicted a county Republican
for one of the most
culation, are costly to use and action
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Oil
Continental
Company
bers of his official family.
of over 500 for Hon. H. O. Bur through them is Indirect and often
jority
communiRegular
(latcarporatad)
DIAMONDS Agents.
B O K ARA
sum.
This choice has been widely welCertainly they do print everyone, wear and sell our famous
cation first Monday
will
the
in
speakers
beautiful advertisements, frequently
comed since the privileged position
Saturday night
of each mouth at
make addresses at Ranthos de Taos several colors, but the beauty of tbe Bokara Diamonds; write for sample
o! the aristocracy in the crack regiHall
a
Masonic
free.
offer
and
Northwestern
catalog
and a most enthusiastic and
in the sel succeed in eluding their vigilance BIG POLITICAL RALLY
advertisement is hardly sufficient comments and high commands
7.30.
Chi1123
Wilson
Co.,
Ave.,
AT PECOS TOWN.
meeting will be the result.
pensation to the advertiser if it leaves Jewelry
army is keenly felt by many citizens it would be in a position to cause
H. H. DORMAN,
him substantially out of pocket. Un- cago.
and has been the subject of long agi- enormous damage, and able to threatMaster
Sol
Be
he
Will
less
is
to
Ballot
Blue
entrance
the Vote Against
widely represented among
en, if not destroy the
tation.
Why Another Man Was Shoved.
CHAS. E. LINNEY. Secreta.-y- .
ManuBIG
YOU!
PROFITS
FOR
for
a
id in That Populous
which is strategically of such
special plan
According to the statements of the retailers or has
Captain Kraft is not only highly canal,
Barley crisp. New confection.
Precinct.
On this account
advantage of bis advertisement facture
importance.
prominent Democrats the removal of taking
Santa Fe Chapter No.
5c package costs you
Machine
regarded in naval circles but is one great
adverIn
small
some
unusual
the
way,
been
constructed
a
cannew
has
fortress
as
a
J.
ticket
from
the
A. Wilson
of the most skillful of Germany's
Utten-fiel1, R. A. M.
10c.
Regular
$7.50 prepaid.
Samples
to
to
be
is
a
tiser
town
in
compelled
San
Pecos
likely
and
four
extra
county,
at
quite
Miguel
guns
Brunsbuttel,
didate for county commissioner was
amateur yachtsmen, having often
convocation second
Co., 432 Oschner Bldg., Sacraof
his
in
satisfaction
returns
take
the
been selected to steer yachts of the of large caliber have been placed in populous precinct in San Miguel coun not made for the reason that the leadMonday of each month
mento, Calif.
along the coast in the neigh- ty, will vote solidly against the blue ers of the party believed Atanacio having run a beautiful advertisement,
at Masonic Hall at
Emperor and members of his family position
or
to
if
he resorts
the big weekly
at borhood.
aL the annual yachting festival
7:30 p. m.
TYPEWRITERS
ballot. This much is apparent from Sena, who was substituted for Mr. monthly magazine.
He accompanied Prince and
Kiel.
Wilson, would poll more votes, but
JOHN II. WALKER,
On tbe other hand, the newspaper Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nev
at
held
last
the
evening
MEDICINE.
A
rally
great
HOUSEHOLD
because Mr. Wilson refused to con- offers to
Princess Eitel Friedrich as naval
H. P.
Ribbons and sup
furnished.
a
medium
platens
the
manufacturer
from
vote
which
up
every
cures
practically
The direct and economical. He can adver- plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
tribute to the campaign fund.
aide on their trip last year to Pales- That stops coughs quickly and Com- and down
Enwas
river
the
present.
of the party decided tise to the
Captain Kraft's sec- colds Is Foley's Honey and Tar
tine and Egypt.
gang in
very people whom he is in and rented. Standard makes handled
Mrs. Anna Pelzer, 2526 Jef- thusiastic addresses were made by Ra that the charge
of
ond in command and two others of pound.
the campaign fund position to reach with his sales force. All repair work and typewritea guar
share
Santa Fe Comn.andery
A. Sena, Harmon
"I
So.
Apolonio
Gallegos,
ferson
Omaha,
Neb.,
says:
St.,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
to be borne by the candidates for He should not expect spasmodic uses anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
the six officers of the Hohenzollern
Ri
M.
W.
Jose
W.
Tabor,
ry
and
Kelly.
recommend
can
Foley's Honey
are also outside the nobility.
commissioners should be $100. of space to do all the work but be change.
conclave fourth Mon231.
county
Phone
Gloof
vera.
The
a
sure
cure
for
adjoining precinct
The German navy has in general Tar Compound as
day in each month at
in Santa Fe county, was well This looked rather steep to Mr. Wil- must advertise consistently and intelbeen free from the influence of family coughs and colds. It cured my daugh- rieta,
Masonic Hall at 7: SI
was
some
son
and
there
newshis
and
he
if
follows
kicking
ligently,
up
will
The career ter of a bad cold and my neighbor, represented at the meeting and
and court connections.
p. m.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
30 Republican majority on next among the other "boys." Las Vegas paper advertising with close cooperaher
cured
herself
and
Mrs.
give
Benson,
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
opened in it to men from the people
tion from the sales department results
Optic.
and Tuesday.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
was strikingly illustrated
by' the whole family with Foley's Honey
Arm hold will
will
a
him
and
surprise
our
Everyone in
names in the list of promotions pub Tar Compound.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Don't fail to see it tonight. The best Groves Praised by Democratic Paper. be gained upon the territory In which
lished after the summer maneuvres, neighborhood speaks highly of it."
Santa Fe Lodge of
Lum- the advertising is done.
M. S. Groves of the Groves
me."
remember
"Then
all
you'll
yet,
sale
For
by
druggists.
in which the officers appointed to the
But the main thing is to ADVERPerfection No. 1, 14th
ber Co. was chosen by the Republi
A
HOLT
SUTHERLAND
high commands, with one or two exdegree. Ancient and Accans of the new state as their candi TISE, and if not succesful at first
Attorneys-at-Laceptions, lacked the noble prefix
cepted Scottish Rite of
date for corporation commissioner or keep on just as persistently as one
Practice in tie Distrl t Court at
"von."
Free Masonry meets on
something like that. The republicans strives to perfect a manufactured pro- well as before the Supreme Court oi
the third Monday of each month
A Medical Controversy.
could not have made a better choice duct in which flaws are detected.
the territory.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
for Mr. Groves is one of those kind
The controversy between the sur
New Mexico. Masonic
Las Cruces,
Hall, south side of Plata.
of
men
will
man
of
to
death
of
the
it
that
at
pay
time
the
any
geons
Tcotish
Rite Masons are corVisiting
of
the
to.
He
is
and
trustwor
father
reliable
tie
the Emperor Frederick,
C. W. G. WARD
People won't hunt around the
dially Invited to attend.
thy and we only regret that he is
present Emperor, has just been
universe to get anything that
Attorn
Territorial District
y
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
of the
not a Democrat. Knowles News.
by the publication
It advertised; they must know
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
.
Venerable Master.
Von
of
Ernst
letters
private
where to buy It, and it must be
New Mexico. HENRY F.
Vegas,
STEPHENS, 32
one of the surgeons who attendPersonal Popularity at Home.
a convenient place, la not the
Because of the personal popularity
Secretary.
ed at his Majesty's deathbed.
the most natural
newspaper
E. C. ABBOTT
of Hagerman over in the Pecos Val
Although there is little new that
In the world to talk to
place
Attorney-at-Lais told in the correspondence, some
ley, we can not understand why the
B. P. O. E.
people and to tell them where
Practice in the District and SuDemocratic bosses who are helping
curious lights are thrown on the acin their town they can buy the
Fe Lodge No.
Santa
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
him with his fight on Bursum, have
tions of the doctors engaged, some
articles advertised?
466, B. P. O. E. holds
business.
all
to
attention
given
occas
been
seem
to have
not had him over there campaigning.
of which
its regular session on
New Mexico
Banta Fe,
It seems, at long range, that Hager- KVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVaVVVV
ioned uy yuuucill vuuamciauuu..
tbe second and fourth
man ought to be able to make a great
Sir Morell Mackenzie, whose pro
of each
Wednesday
KIND
OF
INVESTMENT
BEST
G. W. PRICHARD
over
cedure has been the subject of conmany votes against Bursum,
month. Visiting broth
Law
at
Counsellor
and
Is
all
on
it
Attorney
stant attack
sides, was,
there in the Pecos Valley where they
ers are inviteu and
Good Business, Backed by Advertising,
Practice in all thr Di"tript Cour
know him so well.
said, under the wrongful Impression
welcome.
Profitable
More
and
Sounder
mm
to
cases
and gives special attention
that a member .of the house of Hoh
CARL A. BISHOP.
Wall
Street.
Than
before the Territorial Supreme Court J. D. SENA,
enzollern could not ascend the throne
Bursum, the Workman.
Exalted Ruler.
Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe. N. M
if he were suffering from a moral dis
The next time that Bursum goes to
Secretary.
A prominent manufacturer with su
famous
account
the
and
on this
the Pecos Valley, where they objecease,
confidence In the power of adHARRY D. MOULTON
ted to the fact that his hands were preme
English surgeon is stated to have de-- "
told a friend of his from the
vertising
nied the fact that his patient was
hardened by work with a pick and financial district that be was
to
going
The same
shovel, and that he split an infinitive, invest $100,000
suffering from cancer.
during the year In adAttorney-at-Lawe would advise him to call on Hageridea was also possessed by Bismarck
in a new product.
vertising
that
shown
man and borrow a pair of kid gloves.
conclusively
until he was
to
"What do you expect
get from
He might also have his trousers
it was not according to the constituit?" asked the friend.
tion.
Santa Fe, N. M.
creased.
Independent Order of Beavers.
'Well, if I put my money in Wall
a
There is a rule in reference to the
Santa Fe Dam No. $0, L O. B. holdr
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
I would get about four per cent,
street
which
however,
Fear of Libel Suit.
reigning family;
so I will be satisfied If I get that much Land Claims and Contests a Specialty its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
For some reason or other, we have or a little more."
makes necessary the holding of a post
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothmortem examination to discover the
not noticed anything further as to
Chas. R. Eaaley ers are always welcome.
At the end of the year the manu Chas. F. Eacley.
The letters of Ernst
cause of death.
that Drayfus affair in the Morning facturer figured that his advertising
EASLEY A EASLEY.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
vcn Bergmann occupy many columns
Journal.
Probably, after all, Mr. brought him $16,000 in profits 16 per
President
Attorneys at Law.
in the newspapers.
Drayfus was simply lied about, even cent on his investment
Practice in tbe courts and before C. J. NEIS,
as McDonald now says it lied about
Frederick the Great,
'Well," said the financial friend Land Department
Secretary.
him and that land grab.
Land grants and titles examined.
sarcastically, are you satisfied?"
In view of the 200th anniversary
MARTIN LOHMAN.
"I Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-"Of course," was the answer.
F. W. FARMER
of the birth of Frederick the Great,
have 16 per cent on my money. That
Hagerman's Stock In Trade.
N. M.
Homestead No.
da,
early next year, the disposal at Leip,
That statement of Hagerman's that Is 12 per cent better than Wall
2879.
official, Mason, Elk and official. Mrs.
zig at the end of November of auto- MARTIN LOHMAN DEAD
Mr. Pierce of Las Vegas, was dis- street."
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Brotherhood
AT MINERAL SPRINGS. Lohman survives.
of
graph letters of this monarch, toof
the
shouted
.
course,
friend,
"Yes," almost
Attorneys-at-Lawgreatly damage
Mr. Lohman was sheriff of Dona honest, will,
American Yeomen
gether with those of some of the
Mr.
Pierce especially among those but Wall street would have returned
Practice In all the Courts and Bemost celebrated characters in Euro- Well Known Las Cruces Citizen, Ma Ana county during the cattle war
Meets
Second
business associates who have known your original $100,000, too. You have fore the Interior Department.
days and took a prominent part in the
and Fourth Thura
pean history, Is attracting attention.
son and Merchant, Succumbs
him
out."
or
are
for
$84,000
lost
twenty
you
money;
your
years.
thirty
Mexico.
New
Taos,
The collection is that of Carl
early history of the territory. He was
to Long Illness.
days, Fireman's
"Not by any means," answered the
a native of New Tork and had a sumand is to be offered at the rooms
Hall. H. Foreman,
still
have
In
of
"I
House
money.
His
manufacturer.
the
my
Friends.
H. L. ORTIZ.
of the dealer who recently sold the Martin Lohman, for many years mer home there where he went each
A. E. P. Robinson,
Mr. McDonald ought to get out an It Is represented by my trade-marfamous Martin Luther letter that was identified with the upbuilding of Las year. He had been active in New
Attorney and counseiior-at-LaCor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
I would sell for $100,000
Do
other
think
affidavit
about
that
land
you
grab
to
came
Mexico politics since he first
purchased by J. P. Morgan and prePracticing before all the courts
farmer.
that will bring me
Cruces, of which town he was mayor, tbe territory and was mentioned as and come out openly and say that a trade-marsented to the Emperor.
the Territory,
a
believe
see
can't
in
you
where
year?"
anything you
a possible candidate for governor by
New Mexico
Among other most important docu- died at Mineral Wells, Texas,
Santa Fe Camp
The proof of the pudding Is the eat- Santa Fe
ments are a whole series numbering he went recently in the hope of recov the Republicans of southern New bis paper, the Morning Journal.
trade-mark- s
13514. M. W. A.
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Apples Order your winter apples
now, $2.50 per bbl (150 lbs.) Casner
Ranch. Phone Black 3312C.
Smallpox at Roswell Edward
a transferman at Roswell, has
been stricken with smallpox..
also exists iu Roswell although
all cases are reported to be improving.
Meeting of the Woman's Committee. On Monday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock, a regular meeting of the
Woman's committee of the New Mexico museum will be held at
the
School of Archaeology.
All members
are urged to attend.
First show starts at 7:45 tomorrow
(Sunday) night at the Elks.
and iron fences
Buy monuments
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local
Bul-lar-

BAKERY

GROCERY

&

MARKET

" EMPRESS FLOUR "

Guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.

Santa Fe, X. M.. Nov. 4.
The weather for New Mexico
is fair tonight and Sunday with
rising temperature.

i

X
j

Cold rolled steel vault boxes, for
your papers and valuables, $5 at Goe- bels'.
Maybe you think we are not the
r
whole show in
goods.
You will miss it if you do not keen
jour eye on our advertisements. '
Julius II. Gerdes.
The W. H. Goebel Co. are agents
for the well known William Frank
Waists.
No Relation
The rumor that J. N.
Morrison, Socialist candidate for attorney general in Arizona is a relative
of Judge A. L. Morrison of this
city,
is vigorously
denied by the judge's
i

M E ATS JilEEISi
BAKERY

GOODS

THE

ready-to-wea-

BEST

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

Dip-theri- a

75c,

The kind ef a watch that will give you, your son, your

grand-

son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sires and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt.
gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

$ 1 .00 and $ 1 .50 Per Dozen.

ROSES AND CARNATIONS.
APPLES AND PEARS
All of the very best varieties.
-:-

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.

Clarendon Garden,
igw'ffltbraftiiinTiffliini

a

h

Sunshine Bright-en- s
the Home

SUHSHINE

The best of all interior finishes for WOODWORK,
TURE,
RANGE BOILERS,
MOULDING, BEDS, ETC.
BRIC-A-BA-

FURNI

C,

DAVID LOW1TZKI,
Dealer iu New and

Second-Han-

u Furniture,
Queensware, Tinware,

J
Q

Second-Han-

d

Goods

Z
New and

D
CO

Second-Han-

Light Oak

Moorish Redwood

Indian Oak

Green Ash

8 above at Las Vegas.
The Tramp Artis at the Elks tonight is good.
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

to

lEL

MARKET REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Nov. 4. Amalgamated
55; Sugar 1181-2- ;
Atchison 106

Great Northern
103
Central

1261-2- ;

1181-2- ;

148;

New

York
Pacific

Northern
Southern PacifUnion
Pacific 168

Reading

ic 112
Steel 59
Steel, pfd. 109
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 4. Lead, firm,

Spelter

firm,

6.25

SANTA FE, N. M.

MedocCherry

Spanish Mahogany

Blue Birch

Golden Fir

Flat White

Gold

Gloss White

Dead Black

Silver

Gloss Black

Natural

Dark Oak

Santa Fe Hardware

&

CREAM
Ira

1mm a row
if A

i

pure,Cream of Tartar
Baking Powder
iade

1

from Cjraoea

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 4. Wool market
light; territory and western mediums
161-22fine mediums 1618; fine steady.

1j15.

Livestock
Kansas City, Nov. 4. Cattle Receipts 1,000, including 400 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $5.50
9; southern steers $3.255; southern
cows and heifers $2.754.50; native
cows and heifers $2.757; stockers
and feeders $3.755.75;
bulls $3
4.50; calves $47.25; western steers
$4. 507.50; western cows $2.754.75.
'

Receipts

2.000.

Market

92....Phone....92

HAYWARDS

MARKET

Bulk of sales $6.206.55; $2.504.10;
$3.754.25;
yearlings
heavy $6.106.30; packers and butch- lambs, native $46.25; western $4.25
ers $6!.056.30; lights $5.506.10;
6.25.
Cotton.
pigs $45.
Market
Receipts none.
New York, Nov. 4. Spot cotton
Sheep
steady. Muttons S33.75; lambs $4.50 closed dull, five points lower. Mid6.25; range wethers and yearlings dling uplands, 9.40;
middling
gulf,
?3.254.75; range ewes $24.
9.65.
Sales, 1,600 bales.
4.
Nov.
Cattle
Chicago,
Receipts
200.
Market steady. Beeves $4.75 i
WANTED Large tract of cheap
9.15; Texas steers $4.105.90; west-- j
ern steers $4.257.25; stockers and land in northern New Mexico. Good
feeders $35.90; cows and heifers $2 grass land, some timber, some smoothe
land, plenty of water. Bottom price.
6; calves $5.508.75.
Market Box 293, Sterling, Colorado.
Receipts 10,000.
Hogs
steady. Light $5.606.30; mixed $5.75
NOTICE Notice
is hereby given
6.45; heavy $5.756.45; rough $5.75
that hunting is prohibited on our
5.95; good to choice heavy $5.95
6.45; pigs $3.755.50; bulk of sales $6 ranches.
C. A. SIRINGO,
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
GEO.
. TWEEDY.
western
steady. Native $2.504;
J

j

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Supply Co.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

g"

Is

ll
ave Been made wi till

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE 56 BLACK.
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"time
brings delight
I when ike biscuit
I
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188.

Hogs

Royal Walnut Oriental Rosewood

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
HighestTJash Price Paid for

i

Meal

C.27

FOLLOWING COLORS

E

j

4.54.17

PUT UP IN THE

z

i

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
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NOTE-Perfe- ct

(restaurant, under the Capital Cpty
Bank.
He will have some altera-- j
tions and improvements made and i
will then open up a first class restau-- '
.
rant and cafe.
Fair and Warmer Weather Fair
and warmer weather is predicted for
tomorrow. Today was clear and sun-- j
shiny with rising temperature. Yes-- :
as 43 degrees;
terday the maximum
and the minimum 22 degrees. A dense
fog last night, an unusual phenome-- :
non in Santa Fe, left a heavy deposit

Instructions to
Judges Probate
Clerk George W. Armijo is today send
ing out letters to all the judges of
representative.
elections in this county calling their
New Restaurant W. C.Bush, proattention to the instructions on the
prietor of the New State boarding last page of the
registration books
and rooming house has purchased which instructions are
to guide them
the stock and fixtures of the Capital in
conducting the vote on the blue
ballot as well as on the state and
r
county tickets.

WE RECOMMEND TO YOU THE

THE FINEST PRACTICAL

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1911.

i
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Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

MARKET

HAYWARDS

ii Phone.
f

'

"

'

415 Palace Avenue.

::::

Black 204.
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BURSU M and m c N 4LD looking for votes, NATHAN
ALMON The Big Stoe." lookine: for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
Y

OU needn't be at all anxious
.
oao rfn afa
11 urn
iw ttaft it

jH

iiviv,

nt

about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as well dressed in any city in the world
.
.
..
'
j t
sucn as you una nere, tne Kina
wuiiic vuu. correctj siyie
.

1x4-1.-

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes; if you want not only correct style, but the
right
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you buy your
FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.
CALL ON OUR DRESSMAKER,

YOUNG MEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY

We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want; not freakish, extreme things, but
styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $ 1 8.00 and up.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST WORK-

MANSHIP.
GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
AT

MODERATE

PRICES

Overcoats, $ 1 6.50 and up.

NATHAN SALfflOH

